
POST-CANTOR CIRCUS SLIPEK ON THE BALLPARK INSIDE SOUTHERN SEASON July 23, 2014

Games and 
puzzles to guide 
you through 
the courtroom 
commotion 
of the former 
Virginia governor 
and first lady.

Directions: Color your own cover and win! Details page 3.
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The McDonnell Trial 
Activity Book

by Ned Oliver with illustrations by Ed Harrington

Get Jonnie Williams to 
the Executive Mansion
Richmond businessman Jonnie Williams developed a new supplement called Anatabloc. He says it helps 
reduce inflammation in joints, but he needs help promoting it. Help get him to the Executive Mansion so he 
can do some networking, hold a product launch with built-in executive cachet and ask Gov. Bob McDonnell 
to get researchers at state universities to run expensive clinical trials.
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Help the Courtroom Sketch Artist
Quick! The Associated 

Press deadline is an hour 
away and its courtroom 

sketch artist has finished 
only these outlines.

Directions: Color in the 
lines to complete the 

drawings.

Maureen McDonnell
A former Redskins cheerleader, she kept a relatively low pro-
file for most of her husband’s term. Now she’s at the center 
of the case against him. Like her husband, she faces 14 fed-
eral counts related to gifts from Williams, and she seems to 
have been closer to the businessman. She helped organize 
the product launch that the McDonnells held for Williams at 
the Executive Mansion and prodded him for expensive gifts 
such as a New York shopping spree and a $6,500 engraved 
Rolex watch she gave her husband as a gift.

Jonnie Williams
Often described as the consummate salesman, Williams 
got his start selling cars in Fredericksburg. He quickly 
moved on, buying the small manufacturer Star Tobacco 
in 1990. The company changed its focus to make safer 
cigarettes by microwaving tobacco and changed its 
name to Star Scientific. In the 2000s, the company 
transitioned from cigarettes to manufacture the nu-
tritional supplement Anatabloc, based on a compound 
found in tobacco.

Gov. Bob McDonnell
In the run-up to the 2012 presidential election he was 
considered squeaky clean and a possible running mate 
for candidate Mitt Romney. Things started going south 
when The Washington Post began running a series of 
investigations detailing McDonnell’s relationship with 
wealthy Richmond businessman Jonnie Williams. Federal 
prosecutors indicted McDonnell on 14 counts related to 
gifts that Williams gave the first family, allegedly in an 
attempt to curry favor.
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Find the Anatabloc
Jonnie Williams’ Star Scientific had most everything riding on Anatabloc. The company claimed that the supplement 
at the heart of the scandal could treat thyroid disease, diabetes, arthritis, multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer’s disease. 
But the company was light on scientific studies to prove such claims. McDonnell was a believer. According to the 
indictment against him, he once pulled some out of his pocket and told his secretary of administration that he took it, 
liked it, and that they should meet with the “Anatabloc people.”
Directions: Find the five bottles of Anatabloc hidden below.
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Paper Doll Evidence Play Time
Bob and Maureen McDonnell don’t deny that they accepted lots of 
gifts from Williams. They say they just forgot to disclose them in 
required state filings.

Directions: Cut out the gifts prosecutors say the former governor 
and his wife accepted to accessorize the former first family.

Pictured: A sum of not less than $140,805.46; Cream Louis Vuitton purse; $15,000 worth of 
catering services for the wedding of one of McDonnell’s daughters; silver Rolex watch engraved 
with “71st Governor of Virginia”; 30 boxes of Anatabloc; a loaner Ferrari for a weekend vacation 
getaway.
Not pictured: Black Rebekka Minkoff shoes; two pairs of Louis Vuitton shoes; Louis Vuitton wal-
let; Peter Som dress; Armani jacket and two matching dresses; two Oscar de la Renta dresses; 
Louis Vuitton raincoat; Oscar de la Renta sweater; Amelia Rose earrings; sweatshirt; two pairs of 
golf shoes; six golf shirts; three golf bags; two sets of golf clubs; Heather Mackenzie water color 
and frame; two iPhones.
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Help the Feds 
Make Their Case

Prosecutors say former Star Scientific Chief Executive Jonnie Williams gave Bob and Maureen McDonnell 
money, loans and gifts. In exchange, prosecutors plan to argue that McDonnell arranged meetings between 
Williams and government officials to promote Anatabloc and held events at the Executive Mansion to encour-
age state university researchers to initiate studies of Anatabloc. Prosecutors argue that the actions constitute 
a violation of federal bribery statues.

Directions: Oh no! The government’s prosecutor dropped her briefcase on the way into the courthouse and 
all her files got scrambled. Help get the case back together by finding evidence and legal terms.

Ferrari 
Official Acts
Largess
Conspiracy
Anatabloc
Defraud
Bribery
Scheme
Louis Vuitton
Rolex
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Decode the 
McDonnell Defense
Directions: Use the decoder box to complete this passage that Bob and Maureen McDonnell’s defense team wrote in court filings defending their clients.

A=1
B=2
C=3
D=4
E=5
F=6
G=7
H=8
I=9
J=10
K=11
L=12
M=13

N=14
O=15
P=16
Q=17
R=18
S=19
T=20
U=21
V=22
W=23
X=24
Y=25
Z=26

“Federal law does not prohibit state officials 

from accepting _____ from _________ 

_______ or _______. To the contrary, a 

_____ ________ violates federal law only 

if he accepts something of value in exchange 

for performing or promising to perform an 

‘________ ___.’ Even if the Government’s 

allegations were true, none of these actions 

are ‘________ ____.’ The _______ laws 

do not criminalize merely providing ______ 

or ________. There must be actions that 

exercise governmental _____ (or push 

another official to), such as awarding _____ 

_________ or ______ for ___________.”
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